While walking through these three villages, you will experience the medieval aspects of the villages, the picturesque narrow streets that dominate them, and the surrounding countryside. You can follow this route on foot or on bike.

Our walk starts from the Qrendi main square which is partly reachable by public transport. A float is offered during the summer months to the beach and to the Sanctuary of Our Lady, and from the church to the Sanctuary of Our Lady. The bus stop is located on the left-hand side of the road. The whole itinerary can be completed in one day with a gate pass. The path is well-marked with arrows in red and white.

It is believed that the church dedicated to St. John the Baptist faced the main square of the village where the main cross streets ran. The church dates back to the 17th century.

The church is dedicated to the Assumption of the Virgin. It was built in the 16th century and restored in the 19th century. The present front of the church is a copy of the original, and it is an impressive building.
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